NTW GROUP APPOINTS STAMPEDE TO DISTRIBUTE ITS WIDE
RANGE OF CONNECTIVITY SOLUTIONS THROUGHOUT NORTH
AMERICA
Leading global connectivity solutions provider turns to Stampede to deliver on its
promise to “network the world” through Stampede’s 11,000 resellers.
AMHERST, NEW YORK, July 3, 2013 — Stampede Presentation Products Inc., the
industry’s oldest and largest high value added ProAV distributor, today announced
that it has been appointed by the NTW (Network the World) Group
(www.ntwgroup.net), based in Dayton, New Jersey, to serve as a strategic distributor
for the company’s rapidly expanding line of specialty telecommunication and
audiovisual connectivity solutions throughout the United States, Canada, and Central
America.
“NTW is very excited to partner with Stampede, as we further expand our efforts to
bring our high-performance connectivity products to every dealer, integrator and enduser throughout the United States and Canada,” said Paul Fenster, NTW Director of
New Business Development. “Our mission is to work together with our customers and
Strategic Partners to develop versatile and flexible solutions for telecom/datacom/AV
industries through our innovative products, unique warranty systems and unsurpassed
support and service. This strategic partnership with Stampede will significantly
strengthen our ability to more completely customize our solution offerings to meet
individual dealer requirements.”
NTW offers advanced and unique solutions that deliver versatility, power and
performance for every IT and AV network. Stampede will distribute NTW’s wide
selection of connectivity products, which includes the XXL Series HDMI Cable,
ClarityPro Plenum Copper/Fiber HDMI Cable, Quick Connect TwistLock 2.0 AV Cable,
HD-Base T Wall Plate, the UNI-Media Series of wall plates and inserts, and much more.
“The NTW Group has been a pioneer of cutting-edge connection solutions for more
than 25 years now and their pace of innovation continues to grow at a dramatic rate,”
Stampede Presentation Products, Inc. President & COO Kevin Kelly said today. “The
addition of the NTW line of product and solutions to our portfolio promises to bring
immediate new benefits to our dealers who are absolutely committed to offering their
customers the latest developments in connectivity. We are proud to now represent this
amazing company!”
Since 1987, Networking The World (NTW) has been a premier connectivity solutions
provider serving the IT/AV industry for the past two decades. NTW, its engineers and

OEM/ODM group has maintained an unparalleled reputation and an industry
leadership position for the design and manufacturing of new and emerging
technologies. A few examples include the design and introduction of IDC style keystone
audiovisual connectivity solutions, 110-Style HDMI modules/wall plates and the
widely accepted locking RJ45 and LC fiber connector/cabling solutions.
NTW is supported by cutting edge manufacturing facilities, strong industry
relationships, unrivaled service and support staff. NTW sets new standards through its
superior design and manufacturing capabilities in building a smarter, better and more
powerful communications and business infrastructural network of tomorrow.

About Stampede
Known for its value-added distribution, Amherst, New York-based Stampede is the
leading distributor of presentation equipment including LCD/DLP projectors and flat
panel displays. Stampede provides a complete range of brand name presentation
equipment to a variety of audio/video, computer, and home theater resellers and
integrators in the United States, Canada and Latin America. These resellers rely on
Stampede for value-added services in distribution, marketing and solution- based sales.
Stampede annually produces the “Big Book of AV,” an 816-page catalog and
companion website (www.BigBookofAV.com) providing hundreds of sales, installation
and spec tips for Stampede’s dealers in addition to product details on more than 5,000
SKUs. For more information on Stampede, log onto www.stampedeglobal.com.
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